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The Talent Game 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Morning,I am delighted to be here at The Lights to speak to you this morning. You know one of my great passions is the learning agenda. I believe that learning has the power to transform lives, businesses and whole societies, so when Angela asked me if I would speak to this conference I was delighted to accept.In terms of my presentation today I intend to start by talking about the global picture around the Talent agenda, picking up on some of the drivers of change around this agenda. Then I will try to bring this talent agenda closer to home. I will then look at the evolving world of work; before giving some insights into the competence agenda going forward and finally concluding with some thoughts on the schools and career agenda agenda going forward. �



Our World in 2025 
• World population reaches 8.1 billion 
• Over 60% live in Asia 
• 97% of population growth in the developing world 
• 5 billion people live in cities 
• 3 billion people lack water access 
• EU accounts for only 6.5% of world population 
• 30% of EU population over 65 
• Asia becomes first producer and exporter globally 
• 34% of worlds wealth - developing countries( 20% in 2005) 
• India and China 20% of worlds R and D(10% in 2010) 
• Global middle-class reaches 1 billion- 90% in developing 

countries 
• "Brain drain" becomes "brains circulation"! 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As educational professionals, careers advisors etc, you will be acutely aware that you are not preparing students for today`s world, but for tomorrows. So I thought it appropriate that I start by focusing us a little on what the world of tomorrow will be like. Our world pop will grow from approx 7 billion today to 8.1 billion by 2025. In terms of population that world will be predominately Asian.97% of population growth will come from developing countries and regions. 50% of it will come from Africa. The African working age population will grow from 466 million people in 2011 to 793 million by 2025 (ILO).The European population will make up only 6.5% of world pop, down from 11% in 2012 and Europé will be the old man or womean of the world with 30% of Europeans being over 65. Today Europé can be summed up in three numbers 7/25/50- the 7 will reduce to 6.5, the 25% will reduce and the 50% will face twin competing pressures- austerity and aging populations.The economic centre of gravity will shift somewhat- south and eastwards; China and India plus others will begin to really compete with the west in the knowledge economy.Socially, the world will become more and more city dwellers. There will be mega cities and mega city corridors. China is creating a city in Guangdong province which will be the home to 42 million people.Since developing world educational achievement improves and western world achievement probably plateaus we will see not so much a brain drain from one country or region to another, but a brain circulation- flowing around the world in line with opportunties.The 21st Century will be the century of knowledge, Asia and cities.This is a far cry from the world that we grew up in and my point is that we need to be preparing our 11 year olds for this world now.



The Changing People Landscape and 
What this means for us! 

    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
��The agenda I am going to cover is not an HR Department agenda, it is the people agenda, one which will be critical for all  organisations and leaders of people going forward.If we start by looking at the Talent agenda on a global basis we will find the following:�The People Landscape is beginning to change. We are moving slowly out of recession when people were seen by many as a cost to be squeezed, and slowly into growth, where people will be seen again as a key asset to invest in. Countries in the Northern Hemisphere are struggling to match talent with market demand. In the US, for example, millions of jobs in manufacturing and agriculture have shifted to the services and creative sectors. Germany, Europe’s economic powerhouse, is struggling to find enough talent with MINT (mathematics, IT, natural sciences, and technical) training to match the more than 90,000 technical and engineering vacancies. Even the “talent champion” Switzerland faces a serious talent mismatch, for instance in healthcare, where 40% of hospital roles need to be filled by foreign nationals. The growing importance of talent comes at a time when the global labour market is suffering from high unemployment in many, especially European, economies. Youth unemployment, in particular, stands at unacceptably high levels: across Europe, nearly eight million young people are out of work, education and training. That is almost one in four. Over 55% of young people are jobless in Spain, over 60% in Greece. The mismatch in the need for and availability of talents with the right skills is muddying the waters even further with many unfilled vacancies. In the US and Europe, up to eight million jobs are left vacant each year, with different countries requiring different skills. While in Asia, the demand for highly-skilled workers now far exceeds the talent pool. China, as an example, may face a skills gap of more than 20 million college-educated workers by 2020; Indonesia’s need for skilled workers could rise from 55 million to 113 million by 2030. So the dynamics are these. The western world is struggling to find the talent it needs as it transitions from industrial economies to Knowledge Intensive economies and the developing world is not producing enough talent to keep up with its level of economic growth. Yet, everywhere we have unemployed people.If you were the global job service you would be facing this situation:-A potential shortfall of 40 million high talent people across the world in the next two decades or 13% of the demand for such workers.A shortage of 45 million workers with mid level vocational skills for the needs of emerging countries of India, South Asia and Africa.The biggest shortage across the world will be for skilled craft or trade workers- you cant find a plumber anywhere can you !However, at the same time there will be a potential surplus of more than 90 million low skilled workers, roughly 10% of the supply of such workers.So the issue is clearly one of Talent mismatch!



Factors Driving Change 
    

• Shift to Knowledge Economy 
• Emerging technologies 
• New organisational requirements 
• New ways of working 
• Demographics 
• Shorter shelf-life of knowledge 
• The Innovation Challenge 
• Youngsters preferences 
• Convergence of demand 
• Global market in competence 
• Education systems failing to keep pace with change 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is driving this situation? Well, as with most things, it is a combination of factors which come together to create the “Perfect Storm” You can see some of them on this slide. We have talked about the transition to the Knowledge economy and Knowledge Intensive FirmsThis in itself is causing new organisational requirements. Hierarchy is being replaced with Wierarchy. Chief Information Officers and Chief Insight Officers are in, whilst other occupations are out.Team working is emphasised, as is cross functional working. Emphasis is shifting to task rather than role- project teams, swarming to solve problems, crowd sourcing.Knowledge has a shorter shelf life, new technologies are demanding new competences and making other redundant. The hyper competition is driving hyper innovation. There is a convergence of demand for competences across industry sectors, driven by technology, knowledge as a commodity and common ways of working and there is forming a global market in talent.Of course, throughout the world education systems are failing to keep pace with this speed and level of change. The result an education deficit gap.Lets take a look at demographics and then youngsters choices though in a bit more detail.  



Source: Deloitte Research 31/03/2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In terms of demographics, the situation forecast on this slide is largely driven by falling birth rates in many parts of the world over the last many years. You can see the yellow bars representing reductions in the working populations between 2010 and 2050 in Russia, Italy, Japan, Spain, China etc.



Changing Demographics 

31/03/2015 
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In Europé, for example demographics will cause a 24 million shortfall  in the active workforce by 2035. This could be reduced to 3 million if female participation rates could be brought up to male levels (56% to 71%) across all of the European countries. So this shortfall in working population will hamper our search for key competences.



"The Volume Problem"  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I mentioned the people agenda I saw some of you slump in your seats and look fairly disinterested. I see many of you have got engaged again now. No, I am afraid it is not the “drinks interval” already- this is not cricket even though we are at the Aeges bowl!I use this slide to draw your attention further to what I call the volume problem.  Let us now think about the UK. Simply put the most numerous Generation at the moment is the good old baby boomers and the Generation X and Millennials that are coming after are a less numerous generations. In fact Generation X- the 1970s and 80s generation are 50% the size of the baby boomers (1940s to 60s). The baby boomers you have in our organizations today will probably make up around 50% of our workforces and most of our middle and upper management. And guess what- they are all beginning to think of retiring soon or at least working in a different way to the career life they have lived up until now.Let me illustrate the point quickly using local data. The EM3 Local Economic Partnership Area forecasts that net employment will grow by approx 59,000 jobs by 2020, up to an employment base of around 920, 000 people. So we will have to find an extra 60,000 employees- should be manageable, BUT- the forecast also says 345,000 baby boomers will leave the workforce by 2020, giving a need to fill over 400,000 positions out of 920, 000 over the next 5 years. Around 45% of positions will then need to be filled in the next 5 years.In the Solent LEP region it is forecast that 480, 000 baby boomers will leave a workforce of approx 800, 000 people over the next 5 years plus.These macro- level workforce changes could seriously restrict organizations abilities to hire people over the next ten years or so..



Changing Attitudes 
Attitudes In Europe Threatening The 
Competence Supply 

31/03/2015 
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The search for Technical competences will be further complicated by this- a decline in the desire of youngsters in the western world to become scientists or get a job in technology. We have been a fairly consitent move away from youngsters wanting to work in the Technical field in the west and indeed study STEM subjects..



Supply & Demand Balance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide neatly sums up the fallout from all that I have just described in terms of competence development. It shows those parts of the world in red where demand for competence will outstrip supply, those in yellow where there is balance and those in green where there is likely to be a surplus of competence versus demand.



Shortages, Shortages Everywhere! 
    •  Just On The road to recovery but : 

– 44% of UK employers report hard to fill vacancies 
– 57% of UK employers employ EU migrant labour 
– 41% because of the lack of a suitable UK applicant 

 
• 8 million jobs less left vacant each year – US & Europe 
• UK – 13.5 million new jobs created – 7 million to fill them 
• UK – 3.1 million (9%) of workforce short by 2050 
• By 2025 70% of UK nuclear workers retired 
• Wind industry 5,500 short per annum 
• By 2050 in the UK: 

– 128,000 teachers short 
– 40,000 engineers 
– 67,000 constructions workers 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Autumn 2014 CIPD Outlook Report UK employers struggling with talent gaps.Seems strange when one considers the number of young unemployed, the number of graduates taking up non-graduate work and the fact that for their last low skilled vacancies employers reported having 60 applicants per vacancy, for their last medium skilled roles 30 applicants per vacancy and for their last high skilled vacancies 20 applicants per vacancy.But these numbers mask the fact that employers consider only 4 in 10 applicants as suitable for their vacancies and that in many instances the successful candidates are being pulled from one employer to another, leaving those not in employment or in low level employment, unable to progress.There are two key factors though which are driving up labour supply. One is immigrant labour and the second is older workers. EU migrants in employment in the UK increased by around 200,000 in the 12 months to June 2014, partly driven by a 26% increase in the number of EU8 immigrants finding work.More than two thirds of these EU immigrants who are finding work are taking on low to lower middle skilled roles. (CIPD).As stated on the slide 57% of UK employers employ EU migrant labour- 64% of public sector organisations, 56% of private sector and 42% of voluntary sector employers.Additionally, 31% of employers report that they employ non EU migrant labour (CIPD).Why is that?  24% say because of a lack of UK applicants17% lack of suitable UK applicants15% think EU migrant labour has a better work ethic/motivation 10% because they have better job specific, practical or technical knowledge. In terms of older workers, employers are witnessing an increase in older workers wishing to stay on beyond the retirement age –up7% year to August 2014 and an increase in applications from older workers- up 8% year to September 2014.



Lack Of Opportunities Everywhere 

• Youth unemployment 
• Local jobs for local people 
• Graduates in non- graduate jobs 
• No opportunities for progression 
• Weak pay progression 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 59,000 net job growth I talked about in the EM3 LEP Region is “net”. It reflects increased demand for about 95,000 plus graduate or post graduate level jobs and a decrease in demand for approximately 37, 000 no qualification to advanced level qualification positions. So employers, whether public or private will all be competing for the higher qualified talent and looking to leave aside those with lesser qualifications. Youngsters without experience of any kind will be particularly vulnerable. Those with lower level qualifications and skills will find it increasingly difficult to find employment due to diminishing numbers of these types of job, competition from displaced graduates, competition from older workers transitioning to retirement, competition from immigrant labour etcBecause of the hour glass shape the labour market is taking on, lower to mid skills employees will find it incredibly difficult to jump into the Knowledge worker positions and those in the lower sector of the hour glass will experience weak wage progression, especially compared to those in the top of the hour glass . The gap between haves and have nots will increase.



The War for Talent is back on! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, this group aside, for many companies and organisations they will feel that the War for Talent is back on. McKinsey declared it all of those years ago now- 1998 I think it was and in effect, the global recession was like a half time in the War for Talent. It came at the wrong time for us all though. By the early 2000s many companies were beginning to get the message about Talent Management and were beginning to up their games, but by 2007, many had switched focus to people  being a cost. I met Finance Directors and other leaders who called the War for Talent another HR fad and said they could get talent- any time, any place, anywhere. How different this situation is beginning to look now- and I stress beginning to look, because at the moment we are at the economic recession,  tight talent crossroads. Why I say that Half time came at the wrong point for all of us is this. Just like a football team we were beginning to build momentum and pressure the other sides goal on the Talent agenda, but then the whistle went and we lost focus in the dressing room. The problem is that now ater the global recession we are 16 years on from McKinseys dire warning- 16 years closer to all of those baby boomer retirements with now 16 years less to react to the impending crisis. My prediction is that as we begin to leave one behind and couple growth demands for talent with the other issues I described earlier, we will move into a totally different Talent supply landscape. My prediction is also this. We are going to see a short war for talent when companies club each other over the head for talent before realising that that is a zero sum game. It is my hope then that we will move into a "War to Develop Talent" with much more emphasis being placed upon innovative and quick ways to take people to the right talent level. I think this is the only hope for those people described on the previous slide, who will otherwise be excluded from the benefits of economic growth.



Evolving World of Work  

What 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This already complicated situation around Talent will be made worst by other changes which will challenge us.That is what I like to call the Rubic Cube challenge, mainly because it is multi-dimensional and multi-situational  and Companies will have to demonstrate a lot of agility to move all of the pieces into the right places to achieve a harmonious balance.In essence, in addition to the Talent supply challenges I have already outlined, the Who, What, When, Where, Why and How of work are all also changing. Where- work is now being defined less and less about place and more and more as an activity. Where does not only mean spending a few hours working at home in Romsey a week, it can mean sourcing Talent on key activities- like SMART towns or communities, for example, who will never work in Winchester, in fact, they might work in Adelaide and be the SMART communities person for a dozen councils between Adelaide and Winchester. Such working patterns  make it easier to connect with Talent where it is, but also allows organisations to reduce office space, reduce their employees carbon footprint etc.�Who is out there to be employed is also changing. There is now more diversity than ever before. Ethnic minorities, more women, talent that will commute from Belgium or France to work here, retirees who are looking to stay active and economically active but in a different way to their previous 30 years of work; the new generations with their different attitudes to work and hierarchy etc. In your workplace you are going to have 4 generations working side by side and that will present its own challenges. Just think about it in terms of technology- some still struggling with e mail and others discounting e mail as not instantaneous enough. Another aspect of the who will be who is actually in the workforce- we are likely to see an extended workforce with organisations pursuing access to talent rather than ownership of it. The ever growing army of self-employed for example will touch organisations in different ways without ever being part of them. This who can be extended to "crowd sourcing", virtual citizens- council officers communities of activity etc.�The When of work is also, of course,changing. Not just in terms of times of the day, but times of the year, days of the year, times of peoples lives- youngsters starting work for 6 months, earning enough money to travel the world and coming back to you in 18 months time; extended breaks for both men and women around bringing up children, retirees taking transitional working arrangements as they step down to retirement gradually; employees pursuing a portfolio of careers.�The What of work will also change.As I have already said it is likely that we will spend more time on Knowledge work and less on tactical/transactional work. Big data though will provide fantastic opportunities to connect with customers and citizens in another way. It will also produce opportunities for forecasting of events happening- I think it is a US city where IBM are already working with the police to pinpoint where and when crime is likely to occur using Big Data. But to do this we will need to have people deployed within our organisations who can analyse the data- so a Chief Data analyst and team, but also somebody who can put the data in context. So a Chief Insight Officer. Do you know where your organisation is going and what competences you will need when you get there.�The How of work will also change. The environment is changing so fast that there will probably be less emphasis on positions or role and much more on task. Functions will be de-emphasised in pursuit of cross functional value chains.Work will become more Project based, more team based and more collaborative. Additionally, it may well be that we begin to develop our processes and our workflows around our people- playing to their intrinsic motivation and competence rather than placing best fit individuals in static organisational boxes.�Then finally, I turn to the Why of work. Well, there is growing evidence that for talented individuals with choice the why of work is becoming a key determinant of career choice. They want to undertake a job with social purpose, theywant to do something they consider to be socially worthwhile; they want to build their personal brand through association with companies with good brand and CSR reputations. They are looking strongly at the way they are allowed to develop competence and mastery at work, again as part of the process of building their own value proposition.�So in the future you will be meeting a much more fragmented talent base with a much stronger personalisation agenda- causing you to face multi- situations.�So you need to start thinking about this who, what, where, when, how and why puzzle and how you can position yourself best as an organisation for the future.



WHAT 

• Less manufacturing, more service 
• More digital and technology based work 
• More knowledge intensive work 
• Less algorithmic and more heuristic work 
• New jobs and organisations reflecting new 

concepts e.g. chief data analyst; chief insight 
officer 

Source: Geoff  Glover 



WHO 

• More older workers 
• More domestic diversity 
• More women 
• More openly gay, lesbian, bi-sexual 
• More carers 
• More immigrant labour 
• Global talent pools  
• Four generations in one work place 
• Fuzzy boundary lines  e.g. agency, self-employed, 

crowd sourcing 
 

Source: Geoff Glover 



WHERE 

• Work is more and more an activity rather than a 
place 

• Virtual working, tele-working, hot-desking 
• Off-shoring, on-shoring 
• Moving task to talent 
• Job concentration in cities and ”favoured” regions 
• MNCs flex work locations for competitive 

advantage 
 

Source: Geoff Glover 



WHEN 

• 24 hour service mentality 
• Time zones covered by international 

deployment 
• Part time, zero hours, fixed term engagements 
• Integrated work and life 
• Times in people’s lives – travelling, family, 

transition to retirement 

Source: Geoff Glover 



WHY 

• Money and benefits still important 
• Growing emotional and psychological 

considerations – fun, social, developmental 
etc.  

• Social meaning, social purpose, meaningful 
• Build personal brand  
• ”Work to live”  versus ”live to work” 

Source: Geoff Glover 



HOW 
• Employment model variety 
• Personalised and customised work  
• Work flow and processes organised around people 
• Position/role de-emphasised and task emphasised 
• Project work and swarming 
• Functions de-emphasised – follow the value chain 
• Team stronger than I 
• Collaborative, operating beyond authority 
• Intrinsic motivation and competence leveraged 
• Digital based – clicks replace bricks 
• Maximum flexibility – temporal, functional, financial, numerical 
• Augmented capability 

Source: Geoff Glover 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these changes and developments signal a new reality for the youngsters going through our school system now. All of the above will mean that they will have to have a different range of competences we needed to be employable and successful in the world of work.



Competence 

• Experience 
• Knowledge 
• Skills 
• Behaviours 
• Attitudes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I find that in England as a matter of language people talk about skills and interchange this regularly with qualifications. In my view this is a false premise. I would rather talk about competence and define that as shown. This then opens up for us consideration of some of the key, real world issues around experience, attitudes and behaviours.One of my dear friends, Charles Jennings, who is one of the global thought leaders on Learning and Development, has cateogarised the competencies needed for employment as Meta capabilities. We can argue about which precisely they are, but broadly speaking they are things like flexibilty, the ability to perceive and add value, digitally savy, able to work effectively in diverse teams and able to handle diverse situations, an effective virtual worker etc. And so this convergence on a certain skillset, necessary to make a modern organisation work, is being seen across industry sector and so will be critical for school leavers.



Needs over the next 5 years 
    

• Digital Skills 
– Digital business skills 
– Ability to work virtually 
– Digital design skills 
– Ability to use social media and web 2.0 
 

• Agile Thinking Skills 
– Handle multiple scenarios 
– Innovation 
– Deal with complexity and ambiguity 
– Managing paradoxes 
– Ability to see the “Big Picture” 

 

Presenter
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Another colleague of mine, Nick Van Dam  Global Chief Learning Officer of McKinsey articulated this type of list of competences.



Needs over the next 5 years (cont.) 
    

• Interpersonal Skills 
– Co-creativity and brainstorming 
– Relationship building 
– Learning (including virtual) 
– Collaboration 
– Oral and written communication 
 

• Global Operating Skills 
– Operate in diverse employee groups 
– Understand international dimension 
– Ability to operate in multiple geographies 
– Cultural sensitivity 
– Language skills 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would not disagree with any of these, but perhaps would add some more or at least re-emphasise some:Project work (task over role); team work stronger than I; cross-functional; entrepreneurial; innovative skills- ability to see things differently; problem solving; Self-awareness, lifelong learner; adaptability; flexible; resilience.



• Low risk of attrition 
• Low investment in 

“employability” 
• Ready for growth 
• Region attracting inward 

investment due to skills 
availability 

Low availability 
of 
competence in 
Region 

High availability 
of 

competence in 
Region 

• High risk of attrition 
• High investment in 

“employability” 
• Risk of stalled growth 
• Outflow of Companies 

Building Competence in a Region  
- a Team Sport! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other thing I would say is that we are probably not going to be able to solve this talent mismatch, accelerated learning and development agenda on our own as organisations. to come out Companies will have to engage with other companies to promote their sector as a source of opportunities; companies will have to work with the public authorities to promote the region as a good place to live and work; businesses will need to engage with schools and colleges to help bridge the school employment gap. And as you can see from this slide- if we collaborate to get regional competence up then it will be advantageous for our businesses, but also for our society..



31/03/2015 

The Vision 

Technology / Equipment Providers Champion Connectivity 

Knowledge or Learning Region 

• Learning needs   
analysis 

• Learning solutions 

• Investment 
   - learning content 
   - technology 
   - infrastructure 

• Standards / 
assessment 

• Readiness for 
global 
competitiveness 

Schools Employers Adult Education Unemployed 

• Learning needs 
analysis 

• Learning solutions 

• Investment 
   - learning content 
   - technology 
   - infrastructure 

• Standards / 
assessment 

• Globally competitive 
in employment 

• Learning needs 
analysis 

• Learning solutions 

• Investment 
   - learning content 
   - technology 
   - infrastructure 

• Standards / 
assessment 

• Global 
competitiveness 

• Learning needs 
analysis 

• Learning solutions 

• Investment 
   - learning content 
   - technology 
   - infrastructure 

• Standards / 
assessment 

• Global 
competitiveness 

Regional Competence Platform 
• Champions learning 
• Co-ordinates research 
• Establishes targets 
• Sets standards 

• Provides enabling infrastructure 
• Encourages non -traditional partnerships 
• Helps spread best practice 
• Recognises excellence 

Citizens 
Analysis 
 

Solutions 

Investment 
 
 
 

Standards 
 

Aspirations 

Joint  
 

Share 

Collaborate  
 
 
 

Standards 
 

Aspire 

Joint  
 

Share 

Collaborate  
 
 
 

Standards 
 

Aspire 

Joint  
 

Share 

Collaborate  
 
 
 

Standards 
 

Aspire 

Presenter
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And this is my personal vision for the Knowledge or Learning Region. One which recognises the common purpose to join up learning across historical chimneys and one which uses the wonders of modern technology to achieve this. I think the lead for this needs to come from the public authorities, but I believe it can be achieved.I think if we can join up our learning assets and squeeze those assets as much as possible then we have the possibility, even with constrained resources, to ensure that the vast majority of our citizens are equipped to contribute to economic activity in a fiercely competitive global economy. If they are able to do this then we will achieve a prosperous society and one which is inclusive in nature. If we fail to do this, though, then it is likely that our societies will not be attractive homes for business, investment and jobs will go elsewhere. Our home produced talent which is globally competitive and mobile will follow these jobs and our societies will be left with large sections of the population being permanently excluded from economic activity. These individuals will have no equity in society and no prospects for the future. 



The School Agenda 

• Need to prioritise investment in learning 
• One size does not fit all 
• Embed modern employability competences in the 

way learning is conducted 
• Embrace the technology to enable ”more learning 

for less” 
• Find ways to increase STEM take up 
• Work collaboratively with others 
• Create individuals who love learning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There can be no doubt that the UK is competing in the premium, knowledge segment of the modern, global economy. It can only be successful in that segment if it produces advanced knowledge workers in sufficient numbers to gain competitive advantage against some very strong competitors. That is the economic argument for investing heavily in education. Then there is the Social argument. As can be seen from the information I provided earlier failing in school or as I prefer to term it, the school system failing individuals is akin to giving them a ”whole life” sentence in this highly competitive global labour market. Youngsters coming out of schools with the wrong level of competence are being condemned to a life time of unemployment. There will be no or very few non skilled jobs to wander into and this situation could well store up significant social problems going forward.The school system needs to recognise that the days of providing a uniform service were geared towards a post- industrialisation economy. Now the emphasis needs to be on modern employment considerations. Different learning styles should be recognised. Individual assessments should be conducted to understand students prefered learning styles and these should be accomodated.In terms of employability I would give you the following thoughts. In the workplace the Master pupil relationship is dissolving. Progressive employers are recognising that with social media, the internet and with the growth of knowledge workers in the workplace, there is a greater democratisation of knowledge distribution than ever before. In this situation, everybody, regardless of hierarchy is student, teacher and enabler of the institutionalisation of Knowledge. This needs to be recognised in the classroom too.  Create peer to peer teaching opportunities, create opportunities for students to take the class, prioritise team performance over individual performance; focus more on the application of knowledge rather than the acquisition of it; create virtual learning environments; link French and English students virtually for French and English language learning, use the technology and help youngsters learn through gamification and simulated computor environments.We must do something about STEM- we need to bring these subjects to life and make them more accessible to a greater number of students.And if nothing else is achieved, make learning and the learning experience FUN and instill in the students a love of learning, which will serve them well for the rest of their lives.



Questions and Answers 

• Thank you for listening 
• Now it is your turn! 



Business South  
HR Forum - Steering Group 

Knowledge Sharing 
Action Group 

Develop infrastructure for 
knowledge share 

Encourage population of 
content, e.g. research, case 

studies etc 

CSR  
Action Group 

Develop the business case 
for CSR 

Connect businesses to CSR 
activities 

Build business coalition for 
CSR impact  

Skills Agenda 
Action Group 

Operate to encourage 
learning infrastructure to 

meet employer needs 

Co-ordinate employer led 
skills initiatives with 

colleges etc for maximum 
impact 

Great Place To Work 
Action Group 

Explore work as an activity, 
work environment, work 

structure around individual 
competence and 

commitment 

Explore approaches to 
growing personal resilience 

and promoting health / 
well-being at work 

The diverse workplace - 
promoting diversity & 

utilising it as a source of 
competitive advantage 

Formulate views on "the 
South" as a great place to 

work  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally to say that Business South is looking to help you by establishing an HR Forum. A series of Action Groups made up of volunteers amongst your HR professionals which will work on these and many other issues together going forward. So please encourage any HR leaders you have in your organizations to get involved and if you’d like to invest in making the work of the HR Forum more sustainable going forward, then please contact Sally afterwards.
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